
Grant Proposal Preparation	


•  Topic	

•  Hypotheses	

•  Subject	

•  Organization	

•  Evaluation	

•  Searching for articles	




Choose a topic	

•  Identify a question	


– Build on previous work	

–  Identify controversy, ambiguity, or untested 

hypotheses	

– Use lecture material, your text, or read through 

recent issues of journals, e.g. 	

•  Animal Behaviour	

•  Behavioral Ecology	

•  Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology 	
	


– Either proximate or ultimate questions are ok	




Develop testable hypotheses	


•  Propose alternative answers (hypotheses) to 
your question	

– Try to be exhaustive	

– Try to make your hypotheses mutually 

exclusive.  If not, you will need to test each.	

•  Choose an appropriate study organism	


–  Justify your choice using prior research	

– The project must be feasible!	




Proposal organization	


•  Title (short and descriptive)	

•  Purpose and objectives (1-2 paragraphs)	


– State the question and briefly describe the study	

•  Background (1 pg)	


–  Justify choice of question by explaining why 
this work is needed	


–  Justify choice of organism and location of study	

– Explain your hypotheses	




Organization (cont.)	

•  Proposed work (2 pgs)	


– Describe how you will test each hypothesis	

•  Generate predictions	

•  Test assumptions	


– Present enough information about the 
experimental or observational design so that 
someone else could do the work	


– Mention sample sizes, avoid pseudoreplication	

– Cite others for details and to justify feasibility 

of methods	




Organization (cont.)	


•  Potential results (optional, 1 pg)	

– Explain how you will interpret both positive 

and negative results.  Ideally, both will be 
informative	


•  Impact (1 paragraph)	

– Provide a realistic closing statement that 

explains how your work adds to general 
knowledge or has an impact on the discipline, 
environment, conservation, human health, etc.	




References	

•  Sources	


–  Find and use at least 6 (BSCI 360) or 12 (BIOL 708B) 
primary references	


–  Do not use internet sources, newspapers or lay 
magazines, e.g. Scientific American, Science News, 
Newsweek, Time, etc.	


•  Citations	

–  Indicate author and year in the text: Smith (1970) or 

(Smith, 1970)	

–  For each article you cite, give the complete reference in 

a References Cited section	

•  Smith, J.G.  1970  Leopard seal foraging behavior on penguins.  

Mar. Biol. 2:43-50.	

–  Use a consistent reference style	




Suggestions	


•  Use subheadings to highlight topics	

•  Provide tables or figures if appropriate	

•  Be organized.  Work from an outline.	

•  Write clearly and concisely.  Check spelling 

and grammar.  Have someone else proof 
read.	


•  Hand in 5 copies, put name on 2 copies, no 
name on 3 copies.	




Evaluation	

•  Three students will read each proposal, write a 

review, and rate it as Excellent, Very Good, Good, 
Fair or Poor using the following criteria	

–  Please provide a frank, critical appraisal of this project proposal. Evaluate 

the grant on creativity in choice of subject and design of research, adequacy 
of experimental or observational protocol in testing hypotheses, logic and 
clarity of presentation, and potential impact of the research on the scientific 
community as well as on society.	


•  Those 3 students will discuss the proposal in Friday 
sections.  Come prepared!	


•  At the end of each class, we will vote to identify 
the two most fundable projects.	




Example	


•  Question:	

–  When do birds use magnetic cues for navigation?	




Searching for Sources	

•  Use Web of Science (best) or Google Scholar (ok) 

to search for journal articles by topic	

•  If you find a recent article	


–  Check related articles	

–  Check references that were cited	


•  If you find an older article	

–  Check references that cite this article	

–  Check other references by same author	


























Example	

•  Modified Question:	


–  How do migrating bats acquire a cognitive map?	

•  Need to choose animals large enough to radio-track.  Best 

options are flying foxes in Australia.	


•  Hypotheses 	
	

–  First year bats form a map during their first 

migratory trip by habitat imprinting	

–  First year bats follow older individuals and learn 

landmarks	

–  Bats inherit a map cues, e.g. magnetism	


•  Experiment	

–  Translocate young bats prior to migration either to 

two new locations	

–  Follow individuals using radiotelemetry	



